AMS-02 has reached the sensitivity to probe canonical thermal WIMPs by their annihilation into antiprotons. Due to the high precision of the data, uncertainties in the astrophysical background have become the most limiting factor for indirect dark matter detection. In this work we systematically quantify and -where possible -reduce uncertainties in the antiproton background. We constrain the propagation of charged cosmic rays through the combination of antiproton, B/C and positron data. Cross section uncertainties are determined from a wide collection of accelerator data and are -for the first time ever -fully taken into account. This allows us to robustly constrain even subdominant dark matter signals through their spectral properties. For a standard NFW dark matter profile we are able to exclude thermal WIMPs with masses up to 570 GeV which annihilate into bottom quarks. While we confirm a reported excess compatible with dark matter of mass around 80 GeV, its local (global) significance only reaches 2.2 σ (1.1 σ) in our analysis.
Introduction
The last decade has seen dramatic progress in the measurement of charged cosmic ray fluxes. As the experiments entered new territory in energy and precision, a number of surprises came along. Most strikingly, the positron flux failed to show the strong decrease with energy which would have established it as a secondary, i.e. one that is produced by scattering of protons or nuclear cosmic rays on the interstellar matter. When the rise of the positron fraction was unambiguously proven by PAMELA [1] , it seemed that dark matter discovery was within reach. The wave of excitement prevailed until gamma ray [2, 3] and CMB data [4] [5] [6] put increasingly strong pressure on this interpretation which required annihilation rates far beyond those of Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs). Skepticism was later also raised on whether dark matter annihilations can account for the positron spectrum at the precision level (see e.g. [7] ). In this light, an astrophysical origin of the positron excess appears to be preferred.
The story of cosmic ray antiprotons shares a parallel with positrons: at the first data release by AMS-02, the antiproton spectrum came out significantly harder than expected from secondary production [8] . But since then, the secondary background passed through a major revision. Cosmic ray propagation has been recalibrated to the AMS-02 boron to carbon (B/C) data [9] (see also [10, 11] ). In addition, the experimentally established increase of the antiproton production cross section with energy has been incorporated [12, 13] . The updated background features significantly more high energy antiprotons. It is consistent with the hard high energy spectrum observed by AMS-02 [13, 14] .
Supposing that dark matter signals dominate neither of the two antimatter fluxes at any energy it may seem that this is the time for despair. But quite the contrary: AMS-02 has reduced experimental errors in the fluxes to the few percent level over a wide energy range [15] [16] [17] . By this, it has gained sensitivity to subdominant signals which can be identified in a spectral analysis. Even if the high energy positron spectrum is dominated by an astrophysical source, the low energy part is still very useful in constraining dark matter models as well as cosmic ray propagation. In the antiproton channel AMS-02 can even realistically probe canonical thermal WIMPs -the target of indirect dark matter searches for decades. Indeed, an antiproton excess consistent with a thermal WIMP of mass m DM ∼ 80 GeV has already been reported in the AMS-02 data [18, 19] . But the robustness of this signal needs to be investigated further.
In this work, we will attempt to systematically quantify and incorporate the dominant uncertainties in the antiproton flux. These are related to hadronic production cross sections as well as to the propagation of charged cosmic rays through the galaxy and the heliosphere. Our approach employs the combination of antiproton, positron and B/C data of AMS-02. Cosmic rays are propagated within the two-zone diffusion model [20] [21] [22] . Positrons are consistently treated within the same framework through the pinching method [7] . The propagation parameters which control diffusion, convection and reacceleration are obtained by simultaneously fitting the B/C ratio [16] and the antiproton spectrum [17] of AMS-02. The size of the diffusion halo, posing a notorious difficulty for indirect dark matter detection, is efficiently constrained from the low-energy positron spectrum. Our treatment of solar modulation includes chargesign dependent effects which are determined from the time-dependence of the antiproton flux as extracted from the PAMELA [23] and AMS-02 [17] data. The antiproton cross sections relevant for secondary production in cosmic ray scattering are taken from the recent comprehensive analysis [13] . Nuclear fragmentation cross sections which enter the boron source term are modeled from a wide collection of accelerator data. For both, antiprotons and boron, we map the cross section uncertainties into the predicted fluxes and include them into the fit in the form of covariance matrices.
We observe an overall good agreement of the antiproton and B/C data with the background prediction. By performing a spectral analysis we derive strong constraints on hadronic dark matter annihilation. While we confirm the slight excess [18, 19] at m DM ∼ 80 GeV in the bb-channel, we show that it becomes insignificant once all relevant uncertainties and the lookelsewhere effect are considered. We finally comment on possibilities to reduce uncertainties in the cosmic ray fluxes in order to further increase the sensitivity of AMS-02 to dark matter annihilations.
Cosmic Ray Propagation
Protons and most of the nuclei in cosmic rays are referred to as primaries. They correspond to galactic matter which has been energized by supernova shock acceleration also known as (first order) Fermi acceleration. When a primary species propagates through the galaxy it can scatter on the interstellar gas and create a so-called secondary cosmic ray. This production mode is very important for certain nuclei like lithium, beryllium and boron. In addition, a large fraction of the antimatter in cosmic rays is believed to be of secondary origin. Independent of their production, cosmic rays follow complicated trajectories which are controlled by the magnetic fields in the galactic halo. We shall now briefly summarize our conventions for cosmic ray propagation before turning to the solar modulation of charged particles in the heliosphere.
Diffusion Model
On their passage through the galaxy cosmic rays scatter on magnetic field inhomogeneities. This induces a random walk which is equivalently described as spatial diffusion. Convective winds, if they exist, blow charged particles away from the galactic disc. In addition, interaction of cosmic rays with matter, light and magnetic fields leads to energy losses and annihilation, while magnetic shock waves may induce reacceleration. All relevant processes are encoded in the diffusion equation. While cosmic ray propagation codes like GALPROP [24] [25] [26] and DRAGON [27, 28] aim at a fully numerical solution, the spatial part of the diffusion equation can also be solved analytically under slightly simplifying assumptions. In the two-zone diffusion model [20] [21] [22] , which we employ here, diffusion is taken to occur homogeneously and isotropically in a cylinder of radius R and half-height L around the galactic disc. The disc of thickness 2h = 0.2 kpc is taken to contain a constant number density of hydrogen and helium (n H = 0.9 cm −3 , n He = 0.1 cm −3 ). Assuming steady state, the space-energy density N i of a stable species i is related to its differential production rate (source term) q i as
where E denotes the total energy of i. The extension of the galactic disc in axial (z-) direction has been neglected and processes confined to the disc were multiplied by 2hδ(z) in order to keep proper normalization. We have split the source term into a disc component q disc i and a halo component q halo i . The first term on the left-hand side accounts for spatial diffusion.
Magnetohydrodynamics considerations suggest [29] 
where K 0 is a normalization constant, δ the power law index, β and R the velocity and rigidity of the cosmic ray particle. We will later also consider a modification of the diffusion term which is motivated from observed primary cosmic ray spectra (see section 5.1). The second term in (1) accounts for convection. The convective wind velocity V c controls its strength. Reacceleration by magnetic shock waves is modeled as a diffusion in momentum space which is encoded in the term [22] K EE = 4 3
The Alfvèn speed V a occurs quadratically as reacceleration corresponds to second order Fermi acceleration. 1 The term
includes energy losses in the galactic disc by Coulomb interactions, ionization and bremsstrahlung, adiabatic energy losses caused by the flip of the convective wind vector at the disc as well as energy gains by reacceleration drift. We take b coul , b ion , b brems from [25] and b adiab , b reac from [22] . Leptonic cosmic rays in addition lose energy in the halo due to inverse Compton scattering and synchrotron emission,
As we shall only consider low energy lepton fluxes in this work, we can employ the Thomson limit and use a constant τ E = 10 16 s (see e.g. [30] ). Annihilation in the galactic disc on the other hand is mainly relevant for hadronic cosmic rays. The annihilation cross sections for nuclei are taken from [31, 32] and for antiprotons from [33, 34] . 2 In the case of antiprotons we also have to consider inelastic (non-annihilating) scattering with the interstellar matter. This effect is taken into account through a tertiary source term as described in [21] . We now turn to the solution of the diffusion equation for secondary cosmic rays. We will approximate secondary source terms q sec i as spatially constant in the galactic disc. This amounts to assuming radially constant fluxes of the primary cosmic ray progenitors as well as constant density of the interstellar medium. While this situation is not expected to hold in reality, deviations can usually be absorbed into the propagation parameters. Local secondary fluxes are expected to be nearly unaffected as long as all species are treated within one universal framework. We will, furthermore, work in the limit R → ∞ which yields identical results to a radially finite diffusion halo as long as L R (see e.g. [36] ). 3 For secondary nuclei including antiprotons, energy losses in the halo are negligible and the spatial part of the diffusion equation 1 For practical purposes, the height of the reacceleration zone is taken to coincide with the disc height h. A difference between the two can be absorbed into a redefinition of Va which is anyway a free parameter [20] .
2 The antiproton annihilation cross section was interpolated between the two parameterizations as in [35] . 3 Even if L R was not fulfilled, the difference in predicted secondary fluxes can again be compensated by a change of propagation parameters.
can be solved analytically. The space energy density at z = 0 is determined by the differential equation in energy [20, 21] 
where the tertiary source term q ter i is only relevant for antiprotons. This equation has to be solved numerically. The interstellar flux is related to the space-energy density via Φ IS i (E) = βN i /(4π). It is more common to specify fluxes in terms of the rigidity Φ IS i (R) = Φ IS i (E)dE/dR or the kinetic energy per nucleon T .
In the case of positrons, the solution requires an additional step as energy losses occur in the disc and in the halo. We follow the "pinching method" [7] and first solve the diffusion equation for secondary positrons in the high energy limit, where we include only diffusion and halo energy losses. At z = 0 this leads to the integral equation
where η in terms of the diffusion length λ D can be taken from [30] . In the next step we want to include convection, reacceleration and energy losses in the disc. In order to follow the procedure for hadrons, the halo energy losses must be "pinched" into the disc. We substitute b halo → 2hδ(z) b pinched and solve the high-energy diffusion equation once again. Requiring that the solution remains unchanged by this replacement, we can fix
with N HE e + from above. The term b pinched is the "translation" of the halo loss term b halo into a disc loss term. After replacing b halo with 2hδ(z) b pinched in the full diffusion equation (1), the solution for positrons proceeds completely analogous as for antiprotons and boron.
If a primary antiproton (or positron) source term is induced by dark matter annihilation, it carries a spatial dependence which is determined by the dark matter profile (see section 4). The solution of the diffusion equation then requires a Bessel expansion in the radial coordinate. The procedure has been described in detail in [37, 38] and shall not be repeated here. 4 
Solar Modulation
The solar system is surrounded by the heliosphere, a region of space which is permeated by the solar wind. The latter shapes the solar magnetic field whose main component is a dipole which inverts its polarity every 11 years. The two magnetic domains with inward and outward pointing field are separated by the heliospheric current sheet. Due to the solar wind outflow caused by the sun's rotation, the magnetic field lines are distended near the equator. Since the sun's rotational axis is misaligned with the direction of the dipole, the solar magnetic field gets twisted and a wavy pattern of the current sheet emerges.
On their passage through the heliosphere, cosmic rays are affected by the solar magnetic field. The dominant effects are diffusion, drifts, convection, and adiabatic energy losses. In the widely used force field approximation [39] , solar modulation is described by a single parameter, the Fisk potential φ which only depends on time. Cosmic ray fluxes at the top of the earth's atmosphere (TOA) are related to interstellar fluxes as
This simple analytic solution is found if a constant radial solar wind and isotropic diffusion in the heliosphere are assumed. Unfortunately, the force field approximation cannot account for charge-sign dependent effects which have been established in cosmic ray spectra. It was argued in [40, 41] that the dominant charge-breaking effect in solar modulation is connected to the heliospheric current sheet. During a negative polarity phase, negatively charged particles access the heliosphere on rather direct trajectories along the poles. Positively charged particles enter by inward drift along the current sheet. In particular, in the case of a very wavy current sheet, they spend significantly more time in the heliosphere and lose more energy. The solar magnetic field has last flipped its polarity from negative to positive between November 2012 and March 2014 [42] . After the flip, the situation reverses and negatively charged particles are more affected by solar modulation. This is evident e.g. in the time-dependent e + /e − ratio measured by PAMELA between 2006 and 2015 [43] . The polarity flip is followed by a strong rise of e + /e − at low energy.
In [44] a simple modification of the force field approximation was proposed where (8) is still valid but particles are treated depending on their charge. The Fisk potential for positive (+) and negative (−) charges reads
The second term on the right-hand side incorporates the increased energy loss along the current sheet faced by particles whose charge sign does not match the polarity. In a positive (negative) polarity phase φ
. We will take φ 0 , φ ± 1 to be the parameters averaged over the time scale of the experiment. At rigidity R R 0 the particle's Larmor radius is larger than the scale of magnetic field irregularities and its motion is controlled by the average field. Here R stands for the rigidity before entering the heliosphere (interstellar rigidity). Down to R ∼ 2 GV we can approximate F from [44] by
up to a normalization constant which can be absorbed into φ ± 1 . We set R 0 = 1 GV in the following without loss of generality. In [44] φ 0 , φ ± 1 were related to the strength of the solar magnetic field and the waviness of the heliospheric current sheet (tilt angle). However, the AMS-02 data were partly taken during a phase of polarity reversal. While the functional form (9) may still approximately hold in this period 5 the connection to solar observables becomes less transparent due to the rapidly changing magnetic field configuration. Therefore, we follow a different strategy and extract φ 0 , φ ± 1 from cosmic ray data. Data from the Voyager spacecraft [48] play an important role in pinning down the solar modulation of cosmic rays. Voyager 1 crossed the heliopause in 2012 and provided the first 5 The parameter φ ± 1 induces a slightly stronger energy loss of negatively compared to positively charged particles or vice versa. This is a plausible ansatz for a charge-breaking effect beyond the physical motivation given above. measurement of the interstellar proton flux. This has triggered several recent determinations of the Fisk potential for AMS-02 under the assumption of the force field approximation [45] [46] [47] . 6 These rely on different parameterizations of the interstellar flux which were fit to the AMS-02 [49] and Voyager data simultaneously. The obtained values are in the range φ + AMS-02 = 0.60 − 0.72 GV. In figure 1 the envelope of the interstellar fluxes [45] [46] [47] is shown with the Voyager and AMS-02 data. To guide the eye we also depict the AMS-02 data demodulated with Fisk potentials of φ + AMS-02 = 0.60, 0.72 GV which captures the range of uncertainties related to the choice of parameterization. Larger or smaller Fisk potentials appear to require unphysical inflections in the shape of the interstellar flux in order to connect the two data sets.
The AMS-02 proton data were taken in the time interval 2011/05-2013/11, i.e. before and during the solar polarity flip. Nevertheless, there is indication that deviations from the force field approximation are small for positive charges. The dedicated solar modulation code HelMOD [50] yields virtually identical results for protons as the force field approximation with φ + AMS-02 = 0.6 GV. In [47] it was argued that a slight evolution of the Fisk potential from φ + AMS-02 = 0.49 GV at T = 5 GeV to φ + AMS-02 = 0.59 GV at T = 0.1 GeV would somewhat improve the fit to Voyager and AMS-02. Even in this case, the value obtained within the force field approximation is still valid as an upper limit over the full energy range. We will therefore set φ + AMS-02 = φ 0,AMS-02 = 0.60 − 0.72 GV, φ + 1,AMS-02 = 0 in the following. While the upper limit on φ + AMS-02 appears sufficiently robust, the lower limit will not play a role in the subsequent analysis. Compared to protons and positrons the B/C data were taken over a longer time period over which modulation may have changed. We can safely neglect this as B/C is anyway rather insensitive to the choice of the Fisk potential. Finally, we have to account for negative charges, i.e. antiprotons. The corresponding AMS-02 data were taken between 2011/05 and 2015/05, i.e. before, during and after the solar polarity reversal. The strong increase of e + /e − which sets in 2014 [43] hints at a significant charge-dependence in the modulation which may be traced back to a non-vanishing φ − 1 . In order to pin down this effect, we compare the AMS-02 antiproton data [17] with those of PAMELA [23] . Specifically, we consider the ratio of antiproton fluxesp AMS-02 /p PAMELA observed at the two experiments as shown in figure 9 . 8 Within reason this ratio is insensitive to the assumed interstellar antiproton flux and, rather, depends on the difference in solar modulation between the two experiments ∆φ − = 0.2 GV + φ
). Here we took into account that PAMELA was operating in a negative polarity period (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) and determined the difference in φ 0 from the proton data [49, 51] . 9 For F we use (10) as interstellar rigidities fulfill R 2 GV. The remaining free parameter can be obtained by fitting top AMS-02 /p PAMELA . As can be seen in figure 9 the decrease of the AMS-02 antiproton flux compared to PAMELA towards low rigidity indeed favors a non-vanishing φ 
and allow φ 0,AMS-02 to float in the interval φ 0,AMS-02 = 0.6 − 0.72 GV. φ − 1,AMS-02 is treated as a free parameter which will efficiently be constrained by includingp AMS-02 /p PAMELA into our fits.
Secondary Production of Charged Cosmic Rays
Secondary cosmic rays descend from scattering of primary cosmic rays in the interstellar gas. A strategy to determine secondary fluxes often pursued in the literature is to start with a parameterization of primary sources and then to calculate the fluxes of all primary and secondary species simultaneously from the network of scattering and spallation reactions in the galactic disc. While this global approach certainly has its merits, it requires a huge number of inputs, e.g. about 2000-3000 nuclear fragmentation cross sections [52] . In our case, where we are mainly interested in a limited number of secondary species (boron, antiprotons and positrons), it is wise to choose a more economical path. Rather than dealing with the full network, we will determine the fluxes of the direct progenitors of boron, antiprotons and positrons from the available experimental data. This reduces the number of relevant production cross sections to a more manageable number of 24 (48 if we include production on helium) and the relevant primary fluxes to 8. These will be parameterized in the following.
compared to the TOA fluxes measured at AMS-02. The corresponding increase of the boron source term would efficiently cancel the modulation-caused decrease of the boron flux. 8 For the direct comparison we had to rebin the AMS-02 data in order to match the PAMELA bins. This was achieved by fitting a smooth function Φ smooth p through the AMS-02 data. For rigidity bins {R1, R2} which had to be split at R , we distributed the detected events below and above R according to the ratio
. The rebinning only affects a limited number of bins and is not expected to introduce significant systematic errors. 9 We used PAMELA proton data above T = 2 GeV for which φ + 1,PAMELA is negligible.
Boron Production Cross Section
The element boron (B) plays a significant role in cosmic ray physics. Its importance relates to the fact that boron is presumably a pure secondary which makes it an ideal target to study cosmic ray propagation effects. The two stable boron isotopes 11 B and 10 B mainly descend from the spallation of carbon (C), oxygen (O) and nitrogen (N), but also neon (Ne), magnesium (Mg) and silicon (Si) yield non-negligible contributions. In the spallation processes the kinetic energy per nucleon is approximately preserved, i.e.
where T and T stand for the kinetic energy per nucleon of the incoming primary and outgoing secondary particle. This equation is also referred to as "straight-ahead approximation". There exist several parameterizations of fragmentation cross sections in the literature [52] [53] [54] [55] , of which the one by Webber et al. [52] and the one implemented in GALPROP [55] are most commonly used. Unfortunately, the corresponding uncertainties have not been estimated in a systematic way. This is problematic as we later want to perform spectral fits to the B/C ratio in cosmic rays. Due to the small experimental errors in the flux, spallation cross sections are a comparable if not the dominant source of uncertainty. Therefore, we decided to redetermine the fragmentation cross sections for C, N, O, Ne, Mg, Si, B to B on hydrogen and helium. We shall derive the cross sections and the related uncertainties from a wide collection of experimental data. An additional motivation for this exercise are deviations from the Webber parameterization which are observed in some recent data sets. We will follow the convention to include reactions proceeding through short-lived radioactive
, referred to as ghosts, as part of the spallation cross section. The term "short-lived" is to be understood on astrophysical scales and stands for lifetimes τ < kyr. The very long-lived isotope 10 Be which decays into 10 B is treated as a separate final state which will be considered in addition to 11 B and 10 B. We parameterize the fragmentation cross section of the nucleus i to boron on a hydrogen target as
Above energy threshold E th,i cross sections show a resonance peak whose normalization, position and width is set by the parameters σ 0,i , M i and Γ i . If one subtracts the peak, there appears a steady rise which continues up to T ∼ GeV with its smoothness controlled by ξ i . While in the older literature (e.g. [56] ) spallation cross sections were taken to be constant above this energy, a non-trivial behavior at T = 1 − 5 GeV was motivated by Webber et al. [52] on observational grounds. As we find that fits to the experimental data indeed improve significantly when allowing for a slow change of the cross section around T h = 2 GeV, we have added the term in the last brackets. In this way a very similar functional behavior as in the Webber parameterization can be achieved if preferred by the data. At energies T > 5 GeV, where nuclear binding energies are irrelevant, spallation cross sections approach the asymptotic value
The existence of a plateau is commonly assumed in the literature but awaits experimental proof. As total inelastic cross sections are known to increase slowly with energy beyond T = 10 GeV, one may also speculate about a proportional rise in the individual spallation cross sections [57] . A full correlation between the cross sections is, however, ambiguous as the final state particle spectrum in inelastic collision also changes with increasing energy, where multiparticle production gains significance. Given the sparseness of high energy data we decided to follow the standard assumption of a plateau in the spallation cross sections. Sufficient experimental data to perform our fits only exist for the most abundant isotope of the respective element (e.g. 12 C in the case of carbon). This leaves us with 20 considered isotopic fragmentation cross sections for which the collected data are shown in figure 2. A number of comments are in order: in some references [78, [82] [83] [84] only the charge-changing cross sections have been measured. These were translated into isotopic cross sections by using the hydrogen mass fractions given in [79] . If the latter were not specified (i.e. for Si, Mg and Ne) we used the Webber code as extracted from DRAGON in order to predict how the cross section is divided among the isotopes. In the case of silicon, a previous step was required as the charge-changing cross section was only measured down to Z=6 (carbon). Luckily, data down to Z=4,5 exist for a polyethylene target [85] . We determined the charge changing cross section to Z=4,5 on hydrogen by assuming that the ratio of cross section to Z=6 compared to Z=4,5 is the same for hydrogen and polyethylene. 10 The isotopic cross sections were then obtained as described above. We refrained from assigning a systematic error to this procedure as silicon only contributes to the boron production at the few percent level. Turning to the low energy part of the fragmentation cross sections, sufficient data to fit the resonance peak above threshold do not exist for Ne, Mg and Si. This is acceptable for our purposes as we will later deal with cosmic ray boron at T > 0.4 GeV which is practically unaffected by the threshold behavior of the cross sections. Nevertheless, as a tiny effect may still arise due to the reacceleration of very low energy cosmic rays, we attempt to capture at least roughly the threshold behavior for the dominant boron progenitors C, N and O. In the case of nitrogen a very complicated structure with various peaks emerges which we slightly smooth out by combining energy bins in sets of two [58] . 11 The low-energy data on the cross section for 12 C → 10 B were obtained from the isobaric cross section to A=10 [61, 76] by subtracting the (tiny) beryllium contribution [59] .
We determined the best fit parameters for each individual cross section. The parameters σ 0,i , M i , Γ i (considered only for C, N, O) were kept fixed at their best fit values as variations hardly affect the boron flux in the relevant energy range (see above). The probability distribution of σ 1,i , ξ i , ∆ i was determined from a ∆χ 2 -metric with three degrees of freedom (d.o.f.). 12 Parameter values and uncertainties (for σ 1,i , ξ i , ∆ i ) are given in table 1. In figure 2 we show the median cross sections and the uncertainty bands (±1σ) following from the derived probability distribution on the cross section parameters. Correlations between uncertainties at different energies cannot be made visible in the figure, but are taken into account in the following.
In table 2, we compare the fragmentation cross sections (summed over the two boron isotopes) from our fits with those from the Webber parameterization at two different energies. It can be seen that substantial differences exist for Si, Mg, Ne, for which we obtain systematically higher cross sections than Webber. For these three elements we employed recent data sets which did not enter in [52] . The effect on cosmic ray boron production, to which Si, Mg, Ne contribute about 10%, is not huge but may amount to a few percent. For C, N, O, our cross sections are in overall good agreement with those by Webber. Only for carbon, there appears a ∼ 10% discrepancy at high energy. The Webber parameterization shows a strong decrease of the carbon spallation cross section between T = 1 GeV and T = 10 GeV which is not preferred by our fit. Table 1 : Fit parameters entering the fragmentation cross section parameterization (13) .
In [52] it is argued that this decrease is backed up by the data of Korejwo et al. [67, 68] Besides the spallation of nuclei on hydrogen, also the spallation on helium contributes significantly to the boron flux. In [86] it was suggested to account for scattering on helium by multiplying the protonic fragmentation cross sections by an energy-dependent enhancement factor of the form
where Z i and Z f denote the atomic number of the initial and final state nucleus respectively. The exponent ν as well as the functions δ, µ are extracted from iron fragmentation on a helium target at three different beam energies [86] . The coefficients f i depend on the initial nucleus and are determined by interpolating between carbon, oxygen and iron fragmentation on helium. While we employ the functional form (14), we refrain from using the parameters given in [86] . This is because the exponent ν = 1.43 [86] leads to a very steep increase of cross sections with Z i which is inconsistent with data on aluminum spallation by helium [78] . Furthermore, µ and δ determined in [86] lead to unphysical results for silicon and magnesium fragmentation at low energies. This can be seen from silicon carbon scattering [82] which is expected to show a similar low-energy behavior as silicon helium scattering. Our approach is, therefore, to refit the enhancement factor using carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and aluminum instead of iron data. We find
where we assumed µ and δ to be linear functions of energy for T < 1.6 GeV as in [86] . Above this energy µ and δ are taken to be constant. 13 The parameters f C,N,O are fitted to the data sets [78, 86] , while f Ne,Mg,Si are obtained by linear interpolation between the values for oxygen and aluminum
Before we finish the discussion on spallation cross sections, we should emphasize that new precision data are urgently required. They are needed to eliminate systematic errors in the parameterizations of all relevant spallation cross sections (on hydrogen and helium) and to establish the high energy behavior. The data we employed in this work were taken over a period of more than four decades in time, using hugely varying experimental techniques. In some cases claimed uncertainties appear suspiciously small. We believe that our analysis contributes in identifying some of the most urgent measurements to be performed (e.g. carbon spallation at energies of a few GeV), but further work is certainly needed.
Antiproton Production Cross Section
Secondary antiprotons in cosmic rays mainly originate from proton proton collisions, but also processes involving helium yield a seizable contribution. Since antiprotons are generated with a smooth phase space distribution, the full differential cross section must be modeled at all relevant energies. Experimental data again play a crucial role in this as the cross section is dominated by soft QCD processes and cannot be calculated from first principles. A complication arises from the fact that about half of the antiprotons in cosmic rays stem from the decay of antineutrons which escape detection in laboratory experiments. This contribution must be modeled on the basis of symmetry arguments. In addition, antiprotons partly stem from the decay of strange hyperons which are metastable on detector scales. As in most experiments this contribution is rejected through cuts, it must be determined from the phase space distribution of the parent hyperons. A careful analysis of all relevant processes has been performed in [13, 87] which we will briefly review for completeness. The (Lorentz) invariant differential cross section f pp→p ≡ fp can be expressed as
where the energy and three-momentum of the final state antiproton are denoted by E and p respectively. The index 0 indicates the prompt part of the antiproton production, while ∆ Λ stands for the hyperon induced contribution. Both are multiplied by the factor of two in order to account for antineutrons. A possible asymmetry between antineutron and antiproton production due to isospin effects is included through ∆ IS . The prompt cross section
is modeled in terms of the transverse momentum p T and the radial scaling variable x R = E * /E * max with E * denoting the antiproton energy in the center-of-mass frame and E * max = (s − 8m 2 p )/(2 √ s) the maximal energy. The function R accounts for near threshold production of antiprotons. It is taken to be unity at T > 10 GeV and
There occur two additional terms in f 0 p which violate radial scaling through their explicit energy-dependence: the inelastic cross section
grows slowly with √ s. In addition, the term
induces a flattening in the p T -distributions at large energy. It originates from multiple scattering of protons which goes along with the production of hard p T -jets. Coming back to (17) , the hyperon contribution can be expressed as ∆ Λ = (0.81 ± 0.04) (Λ/p) with
where the second term on the right-hand side accounts for the increased strange hadron production which sets in at √ s ∼ 100 GeV. Finally, the asymmetry between antineutron and antiproton production is written as
A non-vanishing ∆ IS may be present at low energy, but the experimental data are not fully conclusive. In any case, the asymmetry disappears at high energy. The parameterization contains in total 16 parameters c 1 . . . c 16 which were fitted to a large set of experimental data in [13] . In table 3 we provide median values and uncertainties for the c i . 14 Table 3 : Parameters entering the antiproton production cross section (17) and related uncertainties.
In figure 3 , we compare the integrated antiproton production cross section derived from (17) with the cross section obtained from the parameterizations of Tan et al. [88] and di Mauro et al. [89] . As can be seen, the cross section predicted by Tan et al. falls short at high energy as it does not account for the violation of radial scaling. Di Mauro et al. provide two parameterizations (in equations (12) and (13) of [89] ) which were fit to data at √ s ≤ 200 GeV. They differ substantially in the high energy regime due to different extrapolations. Antiproton production cross section employed in this work [13] compared to the cross section derived from the parameterizations of Tan et al. [88] and di Mauro et al. [89] . The contribution from antineutron decay is not included in this figure. Experimental data were taken from [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] and processed as described in [13] .
The cross sections involving helium were predicted in [13] from an empirical model which was introduced in [96] for proton carbon scattering and first applied to helium in [87] . The invariant antiproton production cross section is expressed in terms of fp as
where i = p, He and j = p, He stand for the projectile and the target particle respectively. The ratios of inelastic cross sections are taken to be σ pp,in : σ pHe,in : σ HeHe,in = 1 : 3.2 : 7.7 [87] . The projectile and target overlap functions are defined in terms of the Feynman scaling variable
, where p * L denotes the longitudinal antiproton momentum in the center-ofmass frame. The average number of interacting nucleons in the projectile and target ν i,j can be expressed in terms of the inelastic cross sections ν i = A i σ pp,in /σ ip,in , where A i denotes the mass number of the nucleus i.
The antiproton production in proton helium scattering has recently been measured for the first time with the LHCb-SMOG detector [97] which provides an important test for the parameterization [13] . Incoming protons with energy 6.5 TeV were scattered on a helium gas target at rest. The data refer to the prompt antiproton production which can be obtained by replacing fp with f 0 p in (24) . In addition, the target component (the term including F tar ) has to be multiplied by (1 + 0.5 ∆ IS ) to account for the difference between a proton and a mixed proton-neutron target. 15 This factor is, however, almost negligible at the considered energy. A detailed comparison of the prediction [13] with the LHCb data is provided in figure 4 . It can /dp [μb/GeV] pHe → p+X p T = 0.6-2.8 GeV Figure 4 : Prompt antiproton production cross section in proton helium scattering. In the left panel the full differential cross section predicted in [13] is compared to the LHCb data. The right panel refers to the cross section integrated over p T = 0.6 − 2.8 GeV. Uncertainties on the prediction (blue band) are derived from the uncertainties in the parameters c 1 − c 16 [13] .
be seen that very good agreement is obtained for p T ≤ 2 GeV. At higher p T the measured cross section somewhat exceeds the prediction. But as p T > 2 GeV contributes 1% to the total cross section this difference has negligible impact on the cosmic ray antiproton flux. Since the p T -integrated cross section is in remarkably good agreement with the data (see figure 4) we will employ the parameterization (24) without modification.
Positron Production Cross Section
Secondary positrons, similar to antiprotons, mainly stem from proton proton scattering as well as from processes involving helium. In most cases positrons descend as final states from the decay chains of pions and kaons. There exist several parameterizations of the inclusive cross section for positron production in the literature. These rely either on analytic fits to experimentally measured meson spectra [98] [99] [100] or on Monte Carlo simulation [101] . In our analysis, we will not attempt to fit the positron flux over the full energy range. Rather we will use the minimal secondary positron flux to constrain the size of the diffusion halo L. Different from the case of boron and antiprotons, we do not require an uncertainty band for positron production, but merely a robust lower limit. Therefore, we do not attempt to evaluate the production cross section ourselves and, instead, employ the parameterization of Kamae et al. [101] . 16 It was pointed out in [30] that this parameterization yields positron fluxes up to a factor of two smaller compared to [98, 99] which will result in a conservative bound on L.
Progenitors of Secondary Cosmic Rays
A robust parameterization of primary fluxes 17 is another important ingredient in predicting the source terms of secondary cosmic rays. While antiprotons and positrons mainly stem from collisions involving proton and helium, the production of boron results from spallation of carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and subdominantly silicon, magnesium and neon. We model the interstellar fluxes as a function of rigidity R as
The first factor on the right-hand side allows to fit the low energy part of the spectra, while α i and γ i set the normalization and the power law index of the flux. The last term accounts for the observed spectral hardening at rigidity R b . As there is indication that primary cosmic rays share the position and form of the spectral break [57, 102] , we choose the parameters R b , ∆γ and s to be universal among the considered species. The origin of the spectral break will be discussed in section 5.1. The isotopic composition of fluxes, which is assumed to be rigidityindependent, is estimated from the cosmic ray data base. We neglect a deuteron contamination of the proton flux and set [49, 103, 104] , see figures 5 and 6. In the case of C, N, O, fluxes are given in terms of the kinetic energy per nucleon and the parameterization was translated accounting for the isotopic composition. Uncertainty bands were determined in a slightly simplified two step procedure: first, we derived the probability distribution of the break parameters. Then we kept the break parameters fixed at their best fit values and determined the probability distributions for the individual α i , γ i , R l,i , employing a ∆χ 2 -metric with 3 d.o.f. for each species. In table 4 we present the resulting median parameters and uncertainties. The large power-law index γ N is explained as the nitrogen flux carries a strong secondary component. For the parameters characterizing the spectral break, we obtain R b = 275 
Secondary Source Terms
We can now use the derived cross sections and progenitor cosmic ray fluxes to determine the secondary source terms of boron, antiprotons and positrons. Source terms are defined as differential production rates per volume, time and energy,
where T and T are the kinetic energy per nucleon (or simply the kinetic energy in case of a lepton) of the incoming primary i and the produced secondary particle a. It is sufficient to consider hydrogen and helium as targets j in the galactic disc. We set n H = 0.9 cm −3 and n He = 0.9 cm −3 (see section 2.1). The incoming fluxes Φ i and the differential cross sections (dσ ij→a /dT ) are taken from the previous sections. For the case of antiprotons one may equivalently use the cross section tables published in [13] . In the case of boron, we determine the source terms of the two isotopes 11 B and 10 B separately, assuming the isotopic composition of primaries specified in the previous section. In the first step, we used the cross sections derived in section 3.1 for all isotopes of the same element (e.g. we assumed that the fragmentation cross section of 13 C is identical to the one of 12 C). In order to account for errors, we then applied a correction factor which was estimated from the Webber parameterization [52] . 18 We note, however, that the correction only amounts to ∼ 1% and can as well be neglected. Finally, we have to include boron production though the radioactive decay of 10 Be. For this purpose we simply add the source term of 10 Be to the source term of 10 B. This amounts to neglecting propagation effects on the abundance of 10 Be which would result from its long lifetime. The corresponding error on the total boron flux can be estimated to be 2% [22] . We account for this by including an additional 2% normalization uncertainty in the boron flux on top of the uncertainties related to cross sections and primary fluxes. In figure 7 we depict the secondary source terms of boron 19 , antiprotons and positrons. It can be seen that q sec p decreases more rapidly towards low energies compared to q sec B and q sec e + 18 We employed [52] and calculated q sec B
one time with isotope-dependent and one time with isotopeindependent cross sections (using the cross sections of the leading isotopes). The correction factor corresponds to the ratio of the two. 19 The 10 B source term contains a contribution from nucleon stripping of 11 B. The latter can be calculated once the propagation parameters are fixed and the 11 B-flux is known. In figure 7 we used the best fit configuration of section 5.1. due to the higher threshold for antiproton production. At high energy, all source terms show an approximate power law behavior which is set by the progenitor fluxes. However, a slight increase of q sec p and q sec e + relative to q sec B appears due to the violation of scaling which affects the antiproton and positron production cross sections (see section 3.2).
Primary Antiprotons from Dark Matter Annihilation
While the secondary production of antimatter is well-established, one may also speculate about a primary component due to dark matter annihilation in the galactic halo. In the case of positrons, astrophysical contributions beyond secondary production (e.g. from pulsars) may well add to the flux. This complicates the dark matter analysis as one would have to deal with two unknown components simultaneously. Therefore, we decided to focus on the antiproton signal from dark matter annihilation in this work. We will later employ positrons to constrain cosmic ray propagation parameters, but this will only require knowledge of the secondary positron flux.
The primary antiproton source term induced by dark matter annihilation reads
where dN/dT denotes the antiproton energy spectrum per annihilation process. We will consider bb and W W as final states and extract dN/dT for the two channels from [106] . While this choice may seem selective, we note that antiproton spectra in hadronic channels exhibit a similar shape. If a dark matter signal was present in the experimental data, we would typically observe an excess inbb or W W even if the true annihilation channel is not captured. The annihilation cross section σv (averaged over the velocity distribution) determines the normalization of the primary signal. If dark matter is identified with a thermal WIMP, σv is directly related to the dark matter density in the universe. For the canonical case of a velocity-independent σv, the observed density corresponds to [107] 
where T F m DM /20 denotes the freeze-out temperature and g * the effective number of degrees of freedom which can be taken from [108] . The dark matter density profile ρ DM determines the normalization of the primary source term. While N-body simulations of cold dark matter suggest a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile [109] , the backreaction of baryons on the dark matter halo is a field of active research. The local dark matter density ρ 0 constitutes another source of uncertainty. As the propagation of antiprotons washes out local features in the dark matter profile, the relevant quantity is the dark matter density averaged over a larger (∼kpc) scale. The latter is best assessed by global measurements which are converging at ρ 0 ∼ 0.4GeVcm −3 albeit with sizable uncertainties [110] [111] [112] [113] .
In order to capture the uncertainties in ρ DM , we consider three representative dark matter halos which follow a generalized NFW (gNFW) profile
where r denotes the distance from the galactic center, R 0 the distance between galactic center and sun and r s the scale radius. The parameter γ determines the contraction of the profile. If not specified explicitly, we assume a standard NFW profile (γ = 1) and ρ 0 = 0.38 GeV cm −3 [113] . We will, however, also present results for a more conservative cored profile (γ = 0) with lower ρ 0 = 0.3 GeV cm −3 as well as a more aggressive cuspy profile (γ = 1.3) with ρ 0 = 0.45 GeV cm −3 . In order to arrive at self-consistent halo models we took R 0 = 8.2 kpc and r s for the NFW profile from [113] and determined the scale radii for the other two cases by keeping the amount of dark matter fixed within the radius r = 50 kpc. The parameters for the three profiles are summarized in We comment that a number of hydrodynamic simulations of Milky Way type galaxies which include baryonic effects have been performed. Most of them hint at a dark matter profile with slope γ ∼ 1 or slightly larger down to the innermost part (r 1 kpc), where a flattening may occur [114] [115] [116] [117] (see however [118] ). For the diffusion halos considered here, this suggests primary antiproton fluxes similar or larger than for the standard NFW profile. The cored profile with γ = 0 is somewhat disfavored, but shall, nevertheless, be included for the sake of a conservative approach.
Combined Analysis of Charged Cosmic Ray Data
The AMS-02 experiment has provided high precision data on the antiproton flux and the B/C ratio. In this section we aim at investigating the consistency of the AMS-02 data with a secondary origin of the two species and at determining the favored propagation configuration. Experimental errors have shrunk to a level where they no longer dominate over uncertainties in the predicted fluxes. Therefore, we will carefully include uncertainties in the production of boron and antiprotons in our analysis. Since the secondary fluxes of boron and antiprotons are insensitive to a particular combination of propagation parameters, we will employ positrons in the last step, to lift this degeneracy.
B/C and the Diffusion Break
The ratio of B/C in cosmic rays plays an important role in pinning down the propagation parameters. In the first step, we use B/C to investigate the origin of the spectral hardening observed in primary cosmic ray fluxes at rigidity R 200 GV (see section 3.4). 20 A plausible possibility is that this feature is already imprinted onto the primary source terms. In this case it might be related to non-linear effects in diffusive shock acceleration [120] or to different types of sources contributing to the observed spectra [121] . Alternately, one may attribute the hardening to a propagation effect. The rigidity scaling of the diffusion term is set by the power spectrum of turbulences in the magnetic plasma. A break in the diffusion coefficient could arise due to the transition from diffusion on cosmic ray self-generated turbulence at low rigidity to diffusion on external turbulence at high rigidity [122] . Similarly, an effective break results if the inner and outer part of the diffusion halo are dominated by turbulences of different type [123] . The following modification of the diffusion term has been suggested [57] 
The origin of the spectral hardening affects the spectra of secondary cosmic rays. If it is attributed to primary sources, boron would simply inherit the break from its progenitors at virtually the same rigidity (as fragmentation preserves T ). In the regime where diffusion dominates the propagation, B/C would thus resemble a flat power law. If, however, the hardening relates to diffusion, the boron flux would be affected twice: by the progenitor fluxes and by its own propagation. Hence, a spectral break would be observable in B/C. In [57] the high energy part of B/C was used to distinguish between the two hypotheses within a simplified propagation model. We consider it worth repeating this analysis over the full energy, since we can also benefit from the fragmentation cross sections and primary fluxes derived in this work.
Before we proceed, we should mention a caveat: the shape of primary spectra has also been explained in terms of nearby sources [124] [125] [126] [127] . In this case local primary spectra would be markedly different from spatially averaged spectra in the galactic disc and our analysis would not hold. On the other hand, it has been argued in [128, 129] that a significant local fluctuation in the primary fluxes is unlikely within the established propagation models. We determine the boron flux, as outlined in section 2.1, for the standard diffusion term (2) and for the modified diffusion term (30) . For the latter, we fix R b = 275 GV, ∆δ = 0.157 and s = 0.074 as required by the observed primary spectra. We checked that we can neglect uncertainties on these three parameters in our fits without changing results noticeably. 21 For both diffusion terms, the parameters controlling the interstellar boron flux are, thus, K 0 , δ, L, V c , V a which must be determined by a fit to the AMS-02 data. Due to a degeneracy, there are indeed only four combinations of propagation parameters which enter, namely
In order to arrive at B/C at the top of the atmosphere, we account for solar modulation as described in section 2.2. B/C remains virtually invariant within the considered range of Fisk potentials φ 0,AMS-02 = 0.6 − 0.72 GV (see footnote 7). For our fits to converge we fix φ 0,AMS-02 = 0.72 GV without affecting the results.
We include the uncertainties related to the boron source term in the form of a covariance matrix Σ B/C,source which we determine as described in appendix A. On top of Σ denoting the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic errors in the ith bin. In the absence of detailed information provided by the AMS-02 collaboration, we took systematic errors to be uncorrelated. 22 The χ 2 test statistic is defined as
where (B/C) AMS i denotes the measured ratio in bin i. In table 6 we provide the best fit propagation parameters separately for the diffusion terms (2) and (30) . The corresponding B/C ratios compared to the AMS-02 data are shown in figure 8 . The error bands indicate the diagonal part of the boron production uncertainties contained in Σ B/C,source ij . We note, however, that Σ B/C,source ij carries a strong degree of correlation, in particular the high energy part. 23 Both fits yield an acceptable χ 2 B/C , but we 22 Even if this approximation is oversimplistic, it is not expected to impact our fits dramatically as uncertainties contained in Σ source ij exceed systematic errors of AMS-02. 23 When determining χ observe that a substantially better fit is obtained with the modified diffusion term including the break (∆χ 2 B/C = 16.2). As the break in the modified diffusion term was fixed by primary fluxes, the improvement comes without the cost of additional free parameters. We now want to quantify the preference for a diffusion break within frequentist statistics. For this purpose we generated a large number of mock data sets under the hypothesis of standard diffusion. 24 For each mock data set we determined the minimal χ 2 B/C for standard diffusion and for modified diffusion allowing K 0 and δ to float. The chance for an accidental improvement as large as ∆χ 2 B/C ≥ 16.2 with modified diffusion turns out to be 1/250000. Formally, this corresponds to a 4.5 σ exclusion of standard diffusion against the alternative hypothesis of modified diffusion. Our results are in good agreement with [57] and indicate strong preference for a break in the diffusion coefficient. In the following, we will hence fix the diffusion term to the form of (30) . Upcoming cosmic ray data on other secondary nuclei will provide important tests for this assumption. The strong spectral break observed in the lithium flux [104] may already be seen as another hint for a diffusion break.
Turning to the other propagation parameters, we observe that B/C does not favor significant convection or reacceleration effects. Seizable reacceleration velocities V a 20 km/s tend to produce a bump in B/C at rigidities of a few GV which is not observed in the AMS-02 data. As can be seen, there is a shape in the residuals (see figure 8 ) which is not unexpected in the presence of correlated errors. If anything, it indicates some difficulty in reproducing a sufficiently concave B/C spectrum at low rigidity. While convective winds lead to reduction of the flux at R 100GV -seemingly going in the right direction -this decrease is too smooth over rigidity to improve the fit. It would be interesting to explore if convection can affect the boron flux more favorably in the presence of a non-vanishing spatial gradient in the convective wind. The slope of the diffusion coefficient was kept as a free parameter in our analysis. However, special mention should be made of the fit values δ = 0.507 and δ + ∆δ = 0.35 below and above the spectral break. These values are remarkably close to 0.5 and 0.33 corresponding to a Kraichnan [130] and Kolmogorov [131] spectrum of turbulence. If the break in the diffusion coefficient results indeed from the interplay between turbulences of two types [128] , one may wonder if they can be related to the Kraichnan and Kolmogorov theories respectively.
Antiproton and B/C Fit
At the time when the first AMS-02 antiproton data were released [8] , the spectrum was considered surprisingly hard. This triggered speculations about a possible primary component due to dark matter annihilations [132] [133] [134] . But subsequent analyses revealed that the secondary antiproton flux had been underestimated and might indeed account for the shape of the observed spectrum. An important role is played by the increase of antiproton production cross sections due to scaling violation [12, 13] . We now want to extend on [13] and investigate whether the AMS-02 antiproton spectrum is consistent with secondary production at the precision level. We rigorously include uncertainties in the antiproton source term in the form of the covariance matrix Σp ,source . The latter is obtained in complete analogy to Σ B/C,source by mapping uncertainties in cross section and primary flux parameters into uncertainties in the antiproton flux (see appendix A). The full covariance matrix Σp includes the experimental errors of AMS-02 and enters the χ 2 -test as in (31) . We account for solar modulation via the Fisk potential φ − AMS-02 defined in (11) . The two force field parameters φ 0,AMS-02 and φ − 1,AMS-02 24 We performed a Cholesky decomposition of Σ B/C ij to generate mock data with correlated uncertainties.
are allowed to float, but we impose φ 0,AMS-02 = 0.6 − 0.72 GV for consistency with Voyager. The propagation parameters and the solar modulation parameters are determined by a simultaneous fit to the AMS-02 antiproton data [17] and to the ratio of antiproton spectra observed at AMS-02 and PAMELA [23] (see section 2.2). 25 We included an additional 2% correlated normalization uncertainty in our fit top AMS-02 /p PAMELA which accounts for a small systematic offset observed between PAMELA and AMS-02 at high energy. The best fit parameters can be found in table 6. The corresponding spectra and uncertainty bands are visualized in figure 9. The quality of the fit to the antiproton spectrum is remarkably good, we obtain χ 2 p = 21.3 for 57 rigidity bins. 26 Residuals have no particular shape and are controlled by statistical fluctuations. The shape ofp AMS-02 /p PAMELA is also well reproduced up to a slight offset. The latter is likely caused by systematics between PAMELA and AMS-02. The charge asymmetric term φ − 1,AMS-02 in the Fisk potential is crucial in accounting for the observed decrease in the ratio towards low rigidity. This is in contrast to the standard force field approximation (φ − 1,AMS-02 = 0), which predicts a nearly constantp AMS-02 /p PAMELA . As a cross check for our treatment of solar modulation we also calculated the ratio of fluxes with the HelMod code and found reasonable agreement with our fit (see figure 9) .
While one is tempted to interpret the good fit to be in favor of a secondary origin of antiprotons, the comparison with B/C is still to be made. Within our assumptions on cosmic ray propagation the antiproton flux and B/C should be explainable by an identical set of propagation parameters. If one compares the best fit propagation parameters of table 6 it is striking that antiproton data -in contrast to B/C -favor a large reacceleration velocity. While 25 As uncertainties in the ratio are strongly dominated by PAMELA we can treatpAMS-02/pPAMELA as independent. 26 While this value of χ 2 may look suspiciously small, we remind the reader that the absolute χ such high V a would have considerable impact on the antiproton spectrum, the effect on the boron flux would be more dramatic. Due to the lower threshold energy for boron compared to antiproton production, there is more low energy boron available which can be reshuffled to high energies through reacceleration (see figure 7) . Large V a leads to a bump in B/C -not seen in the AMS-02 data. In order to investigate the compatibility further, we perform a simultaneous fit to the B/C and antiproton spectra of AMS-02. Again we includep AMS-02 /p PAMELA to constrain solar modulation. The favored parameters of the joined fit are shown in the last column of table 6, the corresponding fluxes and uncertainties are depicted in figure 10 . Remarkably, B/C and antiprotons can be fit simultaneously with χ 2 /d.o.f. < 1. This implies that both spectra are, indeed, consistent with pure secondary production. The fit is considerably better than one may conclude by eye due to correlations in the uncertainties in Σ source ij . Nevertheless, we observe a clear rise in χ 2 p compared to the fit without B/C. In the high energy regime, there appears a slight offset between predicted antiproton flux and data which is, however, within the margin of cross section uncertainties. The increase in χp is indeed mainly driven by the low energy spectrum.
The combined fit picks a reacceleration velocity significantly lower than the fit with antiprotons alone. This manifests itself in the antiproton flux exceeding the data at R < 4 GV and falling short above. The residuals exhibit a modest peak at rigidity R ∼ 10 GV. The 12 AMS-02 bins at R = 7 − 20 GV increase χ 2 p by ∼ 10 compared to the pure antiproton fit. This increase is not larger since cross section uncertainties can partly explain a peak: proton proton scattering resides in a scaling regime at √ s 10 − 50 GeV. However, at √ s < 10 GeV near-threshold effects contained in the function R (19) play a role. Lowering of the parameter c 9 within uncertainties would manifest itself in a decrease of the antiproton spectrum at R 10 GV. Simultaneously, the asymmetry between antineutron and antiproton production (cf. (23)) may increase the antiproton flux at R 30 GV compared to the median parameter choice. Among other possibilities, the interplay between these two effects could lead to a smooth bump in the residuals at R ∼ 10 GV. Despite the overall consistency of B/C and antiprotons with standard secondary production, there is still room for modifications. If an alternative hypothesis is able to capture the shape of residuals, it may still be statistically preferred at a significant level. In section 6 we will explore whether a significant improvement of the fit arises in the presence of a primary antiproton component from dark matter annihilation. 
Positron Constraints on the Diffusion Halo
The cosmic ray positron flux experiences a spectral hardening at R 10 GV which has been established by the PAMELA collaboration [1] . Within standard assumptions, this shape can-not be explained by secondary production. However, it was pointed out that the excess can be reconciled with secondary positrons if one employs a mechanism to avoid energy losses in the galactic halo [135] [136] [137] [138] . Furthermore, there exist attempts to describe positrons as secondaries within modified diffusion models [139, 140] or through invoking acceleration of secondaries in supernova remnants [141] [142] [143] . Alternatively, a primary contribution to the flux may resolve the positron puzzle. While a dark matter interpretation is difficult to reconcile with complementary indirect detection probes [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , pulsars might account for the excess without conflicting other observations [144, 145] (see however [146] ). In this section we will assume standard propagation of positrons but will otherwise stay agnostic about the origin of the positron anomaly. Independent of which contributions are added to the positron flux, the secondary background alone must not overshoot the data of AMS-02. Although our focus is on the antiproton flux from dark matter annihilation, positrons will still play an important role in the dark matter analysis. The primary antiproton flux strongly depends on the size of the diffusion zone L. This is easily understood as primary antiprotons originate from everywhere in the dark matter halo, but only those inside L may ever reach the earth. The secondary spectra of antiprotons and B/C only constrain the combination L/K 0 , not the absolute size L. Positrons can lift this degeneracy. Different from hadronic cosmic rays, positrons experience energy losses in the diffusion halo which limits the distance from which positrons reach the earth. As a consequence, they are not very sensitive to the boundaries of the diffusion halo, but rather to the diffusion coefficient K 0 . The fact that hadronic and positron secondary fluxes depend on different combinations of K 0 and L can be used to efficiently constrain L [7, 147] . We now wish to determine the minimal allowed L for the propagation configuration which best fits the antiproton and B/C data. For this purpose we fix K 0 /L, δ, V c and V a / √ L to the values shown in the last column of table 6 and calculate the corresponding positron spectra as described in section 2.1. The positron flux modulated with φ + AMS-02 = 0.6 − 0.72 GV is shown in figure 11 . Our limit is derived for φ + AMS-02 = 0.72 GV which yields the smallest (most conservative) positron flux within the considered range. We decrease L until the secondary positron flux exceeds the 95% CL upper limit in one of the bins. As it is always the first bin which sets the strongest constraint, we do not need to assign a statistical penalty for the choice of bin. The lower limit we obtain is L = 4.1 kpc. Our constraint is significantly weaker than L > 8.5kpc derived in [7] . The difference finds its explanation in the propagation configurations considered in [7] . These stem from an older B/C analysis [20] and feature large V A . Strong reacceleration increases the low energy positron flux and tightens the constraint on L. For the reacceleration velocity favored by our B/C +p fit, the weaker constraint applies. In the next section we will use the lower limit L = 4.1kpc to derive constraints on dark matter annihilation.
As the best fit propagation parameters are hardly affected by including primary antiprotons in the fit, it is justified to keep the lower limit on L fixed in the following. Caveats in our constraint on L exist if halo energy losses for positrons are substantially stronger than considered in section 2.1 or if solar modulation deviates strongly from the force field approximation. On the other hand such deviations are hardly observed in the AMS-02 proton spectrum (see section 2.2). In addition, we remind the reader that the positron source term was derived with the cross section parameterization of Kamae et al. [101] which yields the lowest (most conservative) positron flux among the alternatives. In this light, we consider L > 4.1 kpc as a sufficiently robust lower limit. Further indications against a diffusion halo L 4 kpc arise from the diffuse gamma ray background [148] and from radio data [149] [150] [151] .
Dark Matter Search
We confirmed in section 5.2 that the observed antiproton and B/C spectra are consistent with secondary production. But at the precision level, some structures appeared in the residuals of the fit. A modest peak at R ∼ 10 GV matches with the excess pointed out in [18, 19] . There, it was tentatively interpreted as a matter signal. We now want to investigate the robustness of the signal with respect to uncertainties in the secondary backgrounds. We consider bb and W W as exemplary dark matter annihilation channels. The corresponding primary antiproton fluxes are derived from the source terms (27) . We choose the standard NFW profile (see table 5 ) and consider the dark matter mass ranges m DM = 7 − 3000 GeV and 82 − 3000 GeV for bb and W W respectively. The annihilation cross section is taken to be a free parameter, we only require σv > 0. The size of the diffusion halo, which controls the normalization of the primary flux, is set to the minimum L = 4.1 kpc derived in section 5.3. A combined fit to the antiproton and B/C spectra is performed -this time including the primary antiprotons. The primary flux component must be strongly subdominant not to spoil the combined fit. Therefore, it is justified to neglect uncertainties in the primary flux related to annihilation spectra. Uncertainties in the secondary fluxes are, however, fully taken into account.
Dark matter annihilations lead to a slight improvement of the fit which is more pronounced in the bb channel. The best fit parameters can be found in table 7. Propagation parameters do not change considerably compared to the fit without dark matter. A slightly stronger solar modulation of antiprotons is preferred to mitigate the increase of the low energy flux caused by the primary component. The favored dark matter mass resides at m DM ∼ 80 GeV for both channels (slightly above threshold for W W ). As can be seen in figure 12 , the corresponding primary flux (scaled by R 2 ) peaks at R ∼ 10 GV and (partly) absorbs the residuals at this rigidity. The preferred annihilation cross section σv ∼ 10 −26 cm 3 /s matches the expectation of a thermal WIMP up to a factor of two. Table 7 : Propagation, solar modulation and dark matter parameters yielding the best fit to the B/C and antiproton data. Dark matter annihilations into bb and W W are considered. Also shown is the goodness of fit and the significance at which the pure secondary hypothesis is "excluded" against a dark matter interpretation.
dark matter profile. It may, furthermore, be augmented by leptonic channels which leave the antiproton flux unaffected. The observed best fit properties are, hence, consistent with a thermal WIMP interpretation. In the next step, we determine the significance of the excess corresponding to the observed ∆χ 2 . At fixed m DM , ∆χ 2 under the background hypothesis is expected to follow a 0.5χ 2 0 d.o.f + 0.5χ 2 1 d.o.f distribution as the alternative (background + signal) has one additional positive parameter σv . The local significance is hence 2.2 σ for bb and 1.6 σ for W W . The global significance is affected by the look-elsewhere effect: if the excess is a statistical fluctuation it may have occurred at any mass. Therefore, we generated a large sample of mock experimental data under the background hypothesis and determined the largest excess due to fluctuations in the considered range of m DM . 27 In 14% (25%) of the mock data we find an excess at least as large as the one observed in the bb (W W ) channel. Formally, this corresponds to a global 27 Naively, one may think that global probability distribution of ∆χ 2 is simply a χ 2 -distribution with two significance of 1.1 σ (0.7 σ) for bb (W W ). Clearly, the case for dark matter in the AMS-02 data is not very strong. We can directly compare our results to the previous analyses. While we have confirmed the presence of a modest antiproton excess at the same rigidity as in [18, 19] , the significance of the excess is substantially lower in our analysis. The decrease in significance is likely driven by the inclusion of cross section uncertainties. We outlined in section 5.2 how variations in cross section parameters can lead to a "bumpier" secondary spectrum around R 10 GV. This possibility effectively enters our fit via the covariance matrix Σp ,source . An additional reduction in significance occurs as -different from [18] -we included the low energy spectrum which tends to exceed the data. But differences compared to [18, 19] also exist in the considered species and in the underlying propagation model.
In order to either eliminate or establish the excess, a further decrease of uncertainties is desirable. New measurements of antiproton and boron production cross sections at low energy would be very helpful in this regard. Even annihilation cross sections on the interstellar matter will have to be revisited in order to reach percent level accuracy. Even if the excess persisted after raising the precision, alternative explanations to dark matter would have to be explored -unless one would find complementary evidence in cleaner channels like antideuterium or antihelium [154] . An increase of the reacceleration velocity could, for example, completely flatten out the residuals in the antiproton spectrum at √ s ∼ 10 GeV. While this possibility was disfavored by B/C, it could be revived through a modification of the diffusion model at very low energy. In [155, 156] e.g. an enhancement of the diffusion term at R few GeV has been motivated which would reduce the low energy fluxes of antiprotons and boron. Given the present (in)significance of the excess, we shall for now refrain from investigating this further.
Rather, we will now derive limits on the dark matter annihilation cross section. We again consider bb and W W final states and assume the NFW dark matter profile. The diffusion halo size is set to the lower limit L = 4.1kpc. This is the most conservative choice, as any larger halo would result in stronger constraints on dark matter. For each m DM we allow the propagation parameters to float and determine the best fit annihilation cross section and corresponding χ 2 best (m DM ) imposing σv > 0. The 95% CL upper limit on σv is then obtained by requiring χ 2 (m DM , σv ) − χ 2 best (m DM ) = 2.71. 28 In addition to the actual limit, we derive the expected limit under the background hypothesis. The latter is extracted from a large sample of generated mock data by taking the median limit within the sample. 29 Observed and expected 95% CL upper limits on the annihilation cross section are shown in figure 13 together with the 1 and 2 σ uncertainty bands on the expected limit.
The discussed excess at m DM ∼ 80 GeV is clearly visible by the weakening of limits around this energy. However, the downward fluctuation in the bb-constraint around m DM ∼ 10 GeV is actually even more pronounced. At high mass m DM TeV observed and expected limits are very close. Dark matter explanations which had been introduced to account for a hardening of the high energy antiproton spectrum are not required. The parameter space of thermal WIMPs is severely constrained. For the considered NFW profile, thermal WIMPs with mass m DM < degrees of freedom. This assumption is wrong as Wilks' theorem does not apply to cases, where a parameter (in this case mDM) is only defined under the alternative hypothesis [152, 153] . Therefore, Monte Carlo simulation cannot be avoided. 28 In principle, the propagation parameters should be refitted for every combination of mDM, σv . We checked for a few examples that the refitting has negligible impact on the constraints. Therefore, we avoided this timeconsuming procedure. 29 Variations in the propagation parameters were neglected when deriving the expected limit. 
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Expected ± 1σ
Observed 95% CL Figure 13 : Constraints on dark matter annihilation into bb and W W derived from the antiproton and B/C data of AMS-02. Expected limits are also shown. Figure 14 : Limits on dark matter annihilation as in figure 13 for the canonical NFW profile, a cored and a contracted gNFW profile (see table 5 ). Also shown are the gamma ray constraints from dwarf galaxies as well as the confidence regions for the dark matter interpretation of the galactic center excess (see text).
570 GeV are excluded if they annihilate into bottom quarks. 30 Limits in the W W channel are only slightly weaker. Similar exclusions are also expected for other hadronic dark matter annihilation channels, while leptonic channels provide a loophole to the antiproton constraints.
In figure 14 we illustrate the dependence of limits on the properties of the dark matter halo. For the cored profile with ρ 0 = 0.3 GeV cm −3 , exclusion still holds for m DM < 45 GeV and m DM = 185 − 320 GeV in the bb channel. Constraints on W W shift slightly above the thermal cross section in the whole mass range. This choice of profile might be a bit too conservative, but already for small deviation from the canonical NFW profile WIMP masses m DM ∼ 80 GeV become allowed. In the case of the contracted profile of table 5, thermal WIMPs with hadronic annihilations can be excluded for masses up to TeV. We can compare our constraints to [18, 19] and find them to be in reasonable agreement despite very complementary approaches. Uncertainties present in [18, 19] related to the size of the diffusion halo where avoided in our analysis as we used positrons to limit L. We also note that inclusion of cross section uncertainties in the secondary flux did not considerably weaken the limits. While cross section mismodeling can lead to features in the residuals, these are typically smoother than those induced by primary signals.
It is also interesting to put our results into comparison with gamma ray searches for dark matter. An excess in the gamma ray flux from the galactic center was pointed out in [157] . In figure 14 we depict the corresponding 2 σ confidence regions for the case that it is interpreted in terms of dark matter. The preferred regions were derived using the spectrum [158] which is, however, subject to seizable uncertainties [159] . It may seem intriguing that the gamma ray excess hints at a dark matter candidate with similar mass as the antiproton excess discussed earlier [160] . On the other hand, a consistent picture in terms of hadronic dark matter annihilations does not really emerge as cross sections required for the gamma ray excess are excluded by antiprotons. We also note that strong arguments for an astrophysical interpretation of the gamma ray excess in terms of point sources have been presented [161] [162] [163] . The strongest gamma ray constraints are set by the emission of dwarf galaxies [164, 165] . As shown in figure 14 antiproton limits in the considered channels are stronger by a factor 1.5-50 for the canonical NFW profile. Even for the very conservative cored profile, antiproton constraints dominate over a wide mass range.
Conclusion
In this work we performed a systematic search for dark matter signals in the AMS-02 antiproton data. We included B/C and positron data in our analysis in order to narrow down uncertainties in the propagation of charged cosmic rays. A careful treatment of solar modulation including charge-sign dependent effects allowed us to reliably interpret spectra down to the lowest energies. Uncertainties in the secondary source terms of antiprotons and boron were rigorously modeled from the available accelerator data and embedded into a powerful spectral analysis. In particular, we investigated a reported antiproton excess at R ∼ 10 GV. The latter had been interpreted in terms of a WIMP with mass m DM ∼ 80 GeV and hadronic annihilations. Dark matter with similar properties had previously been considered as the explanation of the bright GeV gamma ray spectrum in the galactic center. We find that the boron and antiproton fluxes are consistent with pure secondary production. A mild antiproton excess corresponding to m DM ∼ 80 GeV is confirmed. But its significance hardly exceeds 1 σ, once all relevant uncer- 30 The exclusion holds for a velocity-independent annihilation cross section.
tainties and the look-elsewhere effect are taken into account. Even if this tiny excess is taken serious, the required dark matter annihilation cross section does not fit to the galactic center excess. A consistent common explanation does not emerge, unless one assigns a fraction of the gamma ray excess to other sources.
In the absence of a conclusive signal, we provided strong limits on dark matter annihilations into bb and W W (see figures 13 and 14) . For a standard NFW dark matter profile these exclude thermal WIMPs with masses up to 570 GeV (100 − 500 GeV) in the bb-channel (W W -channel). The mass window at m DM ∼ 80 GeV, however, opens up for slightly more conservative choices of the dark matter halo. Antiproton limits are significantly stronger than gamma ray limits from dwarf spheroidal galaxies over wide mass ranges, even for cored dark matter profiles.
Although antiprotons are already a very powerful channel, strong improvements in sensitivity are within reach. Due to the high precision of the data, uncertainties in the secondary spectra are currently still the most limiting element. In our analysis we were already facing some limitations in fully resolving the antiproton excess at R ∼ 10 GV. The astrophysical antiproton background at this energy is affected by the transition from near-threshold to scaling behavior in the secondary production at √ s ∼ 10 GeV. The modeling of this energy regime still relies on accelerator data from the early 1970s with seizable uncertainties. Interpretation of the B/C spectrum faces similar challenges: even the most important reaction for boron production, the nucleon stripping of carbon, has only been measured with reasonable precision up to T 4 GeV. At the present stage, small residuals we observed in our fits to the antiproton and B/C data are consistent with uncertainties. However, they could turn into real features once the next level of precision is reached. It is encouraging that the variety of upcoming cosmic ray data will soon allow for new insights. In order to fully exploit the potential of cosmic ray observations, new measurements of particle physics cross sections are urgently needed. Not only is this important to further explore the parameter space of thermal WIMPs, but also to search for other cosmic ray sources and to develop the global picture of cosmic ray propagation. the covariance matrix is sensitive to the choice of propagation parameters. Since we want to avoid evaluating (32) for each set of propagation parameters, we define the relative covariance matrixΣ 
The relative covariance matrix remains (nearly) constant under variations in the propagation. Therefore, in practice we just had to determineΣ B/C,source ij for one set of propagation parameters 31 and then obtained Σ B/C,source ij by scaling it with the predicted B/C according to (33) . The determination of Σp ,source proceeds in complete analogy to Σ B/C,source . 31 As the one set of propagation parameters we choose the configuration which minimizes χ 
